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The Center for Hellenic Studies is a good place to think about Classics and comparative study. Its current director Gregory Nagy has done much for the comparative study of Greek epic.\(^1\) Thanks to him, and other scholars such as John Foley and Richard Martin, that branch of comparative study is very much flourishing today.\(^2\) Other branches have perhaps fared less well. Classicists are only just beginning to engage with Burkert’s and West’s work on Greek and Near Eastern literature;\(^3\) and the Arab Golden Age, so important for the transmission and transformation of Greek philosophy, barely features in our curricula. The facts of the matter are of course well known, at least to the experts, but those facts do not always translate into scholarly or educational practice. Few classicists currently read Arabic, in any sense of the word “reading.” Even fewer, I suspect, read Aramaic or Akkadian.\(^4\) What we have, today, is an opportunity to establish contact through our own expertise in the Greek and Roman classics.

As Walter Burkert points out, in his characteristically blunt fashion, “European tradition, especially the scholarly tradition, used to see the Greeks […] as unique and isolated, classical.”\(^5\) If that is broadly true of the history of our subject, as I believe it is, the question arises of how we might overcome that inherited isolation. The current focus on reception is crucial here, because it helps, for example, to insert Classics into the mainstream of postcolonial world literature.\(^6\) But the work of recontextualisation does not stop with reception. Roughly speaking, there have been two ways of broadening out the study of the ancient world itself. First, there is what we might call the long-distance approach, which looks at societies that are geographically and culturally remote. Geoffrey Lloyd on Greek and Chinese philosophy and science springs to mind;\(^7\) or Walter Scheidel’s more recent work on ancient empires.\(^8\) There is a lot to be said for long-distance comparison, not least because there is a real appetite for it in the Far East as well as in Europe and the US. What worries me about it is that it can become rather cosily self-affirming: there is not much creative friction between China and Greece – as there might be, say, between China and Japan. There is not much of a sense either that the comparison might make us rethink the boundaries of Classics, let alone those of the “Western” tradition as a whole. Rather, such comparison may assert that ancient empires,\( mutatis mutandis,\) continue to rule.

By contrast, what we might call the neighborly approach to comparative study confronts us very directly with the questions of what Classics is and where we draw the line. Look at Greece in its Mediterranean context, and you will end up wondering not just about Greece but about Classics as a discipline. Martin West famously calls Greek literature “a Near Eastern literature.”\(^9\) Others have concluded that “the days of an exclusively ‘classical’ scholarship are over.”\(^10\) If that seems extreme, we need only recall the debates over\( Black Athena\) to appreciate how problematic
the idea of a self-contained classical world has become. Let me be clear, I do not think Bernal’s intervention was ultimately helpful. What is called for, it seems to me, are not new myths but a constructive dialogue about how we might open out the field of classical literature. In thinking through this issue I take inspiration from Marie-Louise Pratt’s work in comparative literature. Pratt has recently called on her colleagues to set aside attitudes “of wariness, fear, border-patrolling” and to discover “new forms of cultural citizenship in a globalised world.” In comparative literature itself, there has been much excellent work along these lines. Unfortunately, many classicists do not seem quite ready to follow suit. Thus, Bernard Knox wrote about the study of ancient Greek literature: “The primacy of the Greeks in the canon of Western literature is neither an accident nor the result of a decision imposed by higher authority; it is simply a reflection of the intrinsic worth of the material, its sheer originality and brilliance.” No prizes here for spotting the signs of “wariness, fear, and border-patrolling:” Knox sees the privileged position of Greek literature precisely not as a matter of a European cultural perspective which we might wish to challenge. Rather, he insists that its supremacy is due to its innate brilliance, which sets it apart from other literatures of the ancient and modern world. Others have gone even further. Sergei Averintsev, for example, argues that ancient non-classical literatures were not “literature” at all. Averintsev reminds us – if a reminder was needed – that “literature” implies a value judgment. We need not subscribe to Terry Eagleton’s strong claim that “literature, in the meaning of the word we have inherited, is an ideology,” to see here another attempt at fencing off the classical world of Greece and Rome from all other ancient cultures. Equally pointed is Barry Powell’s suggestion that ancient Near Eastern civilisations were incapable of formulating “novel thoughts” on account of their obscure and cumbersome writing systems. Powell invokes the tools of cutting-edge linguistic scholarship, but ultimately succumbs to the old prejudice that Eastern civilisations are incapable of change. To cite Knox again: “In startling contrast to the magnificent but static civilizations of the great river valleys – Tigris, Euphrates, and Nile – [the Greeks] created in the restless turbulence of their tiny city-states that impatient rhythm of competition and innovation that has been the distinguishing characteristic of Western civilization ever since.” Knox’s claim does not stand up to scrutiny. Even a cursory glance at the evidence suggests just how innovative Mesopotamian thought, for example, could be: how else do we explain the daring literary experiment of the Babylonian Theodicy, or the Dialogue of Pessimism with its irreverent take on traditional wisdom literature? Not to mention the revolution in Babylonian astronomy at a time when Greek astronomy had little to show for its efforts. In truth, Babylon in the first millennium BCE was a city in intellectual ferment. Rather than regarding this as a sign of its destabilisation and decline, as has often been the case, why not turn our attention to the exciting achievements of “late” ancient Mesopotamia – and indeed Egypt? For intellectual endeavour, like love, is where you find it (to paraphrase Martin West): as modern cultures continue to clash along ancient faultlines, there is a need for classicists to become less detached, more culturally intelligent, and frankly more humane in their appreciation of non-classical ancient worlds. “We are,” in the words of Edward Said, “mixed in with one another in ways that most
national systems of education have not dreamed of.” And further: “To match knowledge in the arts and sciences with these integrative realities is [...] the intellectual and cultural challenge of the moment.” This is an insight that merits attention.

But how do we move Said’s agenda forward in practical terms? A lot of excellent work is being done in other disciplines such as archaeology and comparative literature, so we are not talking about inventing the wheel. What is needed, it seems to me, are quite simply a few more acts of neighborly border-crossing in our teaching of classical languages and literature. For that, some structural adjustments can, and need to be, made. There are, of course, places like Oxford and Chicago, where students take fully-fledged interdisciplinary degrees in the ancient world. Those are enviable programs, but they will only ever be viable in a few well-endowed institutions. Others need to find different solutions. At Durham University, we did not have a School of Oriental Studies, but we had helpful colleagues in theology and archaeology, as well as a Pro-Vice-Chancellor in Arts and Humanities who was willing to invest the equivalent of $5,000 per year to help us explore the connections between Greece, Rome, and other ancient cultures of the Mediterranean and the Near East. $5,000 was all it took to set up an interdepartmental research center.

The result, I think it is fair to say, was well worth the investment. Quite apart from the intellectual buzz, we are now in a position to offer our students language teaching in Akkadian, Middle Egyptian, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac, as well as Greek and Latin. The results are already showing: we now have doctoral students taking up comparative work in all these fields. The Department too has been transformed. I still recall the bemused looks when I first proposed a course in Akkadian language and literature as part of Durham’s Classics program: it had never been done before, and it certainly wasn’t Classics. That was a time when we used to see our subject as threatened and felt embattled also within the University. There was talk of slipping standards, of other disciplines encroaching on our turf. Now, we are excited and energised by the prospect of dialogue and border-crossing. And we have one of the largest Akkadian classes in the world: we recruit to the language some fifteen-to-twenty students every year. So here is my pitch for a meaningful future for Classics: as well as expanding our horizons through the study of the classical tradition in all its manifestations, let us take down the border patrols also within the ancient world itself, and get travelling.

Notes


4. Precise figures are hard to come by, but anecdotal evidence suggests that not only are numbers small but also that there is widespread ignorance concerning the non-classical languages of the ancient world. In the absence of first-hand experience, unhelpful urban myths abound: Indo-European languages are branded “difficult,” non-alphabetic scripts “obscure,” etc. For an attempt to put these prejudices on a more scientific footing see below.


